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Mission Bio, Inc. (“Mission Bio”) and its affiliated entities (together, the “Company,” “we”
or “us”) are committed to protecting the privacy and security of information about you.
This Privacy Policy addresses how we handle and protect personal information on the
Mission Bio website or a related website controlled by the Company (the “Site”), in the
Tapestri platform, including Tapestri Pipeline and Tapestri Insights (collectively, the
“Platform”), or in the provision of any other application, software, services, products,
websites, and other related services provided by Mission Bio or any third party
designated by us (collectively, the “Services”). This Privacy Policy will explain how we
collect, access, use, and disclose private information about those using the Site,
Platform, or the Services.
By using the Site, the Platform, or the Services you consent to this Privacy Policy.
Please be sure to read this entire Private Policy before using or submitting information
through the Site, the Platform, or the Services. This Privacy Policy is incorporated into
Mission Bio’s Terms of Use available at https://dl.missionbio.io/docs/mission-bioterms.pdf.
1. INFORMATION WE COLLECT
1.1. INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE DIRECTLY
When you register with us for access to the Site, the Platform, or the Services, and
successfully complete the account registration process, you will become a “User” of the
Company’s services. As a User, you will have the opportunity to (i) create a profile
(“Profile”); (ii) add information, data, and connections to the Platform, including genetic
information (“Platform Data”); and (iii) download Tapestri Insights software and publicly
available data sets.
At the time that you register, create a Profile, and at other times, we collect information
that you provide and that may include information that personally identifies you, your
company, or other entity, such as your name, address, telephone number, e-mail
addresses, as well as other information that you provide to us or that you include in your
Profile or account (together, your “Personal Information”). You acknowledge and agree
that Mission Bio has the right to monitor and access a User’s Personal Information and
Platform Data at any time.
In providing Personal Information, Platform Data, or other information, you should not
include health-related information such as medical conditions, names of providers,
treatments, and other care information regarding yourself or any third party (such as a
patient or research subject), particularly if such data can be used to link Platform Data
to a particular individual. Certain uses of the Site, the Platform, or the Services may
require that you provide certain requested information, and if you do not provide such
information, you may not be able to use the Site, the Platform or the Services.

We recommend that you protect the private and sensitive information contained within
your Profile and any Platform Data. We also recommend that you consider carefully
whether to permit any third party to access your Profiles or Platform Data. All Users are
responsible for monitoring the Profile content and Platform Data, whether uploaded by
the User or a third party. Please note that you, and not the Company, are responsible
for maintaining and protecting all Profile content and Platform Data. From time to time,
we may check for updates to your data and/or require that you provide additional or new
information or update information.
1.2. USAGE DATA
We automatically collect usage information regarding how Users, third parties and other
users access and use the Site, the Platform, or the Services (“Usage Data”). For
example, we may automatically collect information on the device you use and your
location, the type of web browser you use, your Internet Service Provider, your IP
address, the pages you view, the functions you utilize, the time and duration of your
visits, crash logs and other information relating to your use of the Site or the Platform.
We use this information to analyze trends, to administer our services and the
Company’s businesses, troubleshoot any user problems, to monitor and ensure quality
control, to improve our customer service and data quality and to enhance and update
the Company’s services. In addition, we may disclose Usage Data to other parties for
research, general marketing administration, or other purposes. Other than as set forth in
the “Other Transfers” section of this Privacy Policy, we do not, however, sell any
information that would identify you (such as name, address, or social security or patient
numbers) or that would contain sensitive information about you, such as credit card
numbers.
1.3. ACTIVITY DATA
When you or a third party provides data or information, or when we collect or carry data
or information, we may process and store such data and other related information
(“Activity Data”) in order to provide the Platform or the Services to you. Some Activity
Data may be retained or not completely deleted. Accordingly, we cannot and do not
guarantee that the Activity Data will be completely deleted, and therefore any Activity
Data that you send or allow to be accessed is sent or provided at your own risk.
1.4. NON-PERSONAL INFORMATION
We may modify and combine Personal Information in a manner that does not personally
identify you or any other individual and thus, no longer constitutes Personal Information.
We may use this non-Personal Information, such as aggregate user statistics and usage
information, for any lawful purpose.
2. COOKIES AND DO NOT TRACK
Like many other websites, we may use cookies and similar session tracking
technologies on the Site and the Platform (a small, removable data file that is stored by
the web browser on your computer that identifies your computer and browser when you

visit our Site or use the Platform or the Services). We do not use cookies to collect
Personal Information but rather to provide additional functionality to our services,
customize Users’ experiences with our services, and help us analyze usage of our
services more accurately for research and product development purposes. We
(including third parties that we work with) may place cookies on your device for security
purposes, to facilitate navigation of our services, and to personalize your experience
while using our services.
Most web browsers and our applications are initially set up to accept cookies. You can
reset your web browser to refuse all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent.
Please note, however, that certain features of the Site may not function if you delete or
disable cookies. Some of the Service Providers (as defined below) that we work with
may use their own cookies in connection with the services they perform on our behalf.
The Site’s cookies do not access a user’s hard drive to collect any information stored on
the hard drive.
Additionally, your browser may offer you a “Do Not Track” option, which allows you to
signal to operators of websites and web applications and services (including behavioral
advertising services) that you do not wish such operators to track certain of your online
activities over time and across different websites. Our Site does not support Do Not
Track requests at this time, which means that we collect information about your online
activity while you are using our Site. We do not collect online activity after you leave our
Site.
3. HOW WE USE THE INFORMATION WE COLLECT AND WHEN WE MAY SHARE
THAT INFORMATION
As a general policy, we may use Personal Information and Activity Data for a variety of
reasons related to our operations and your use of our services. We will not disclose
Personal Information or Activity Data to third parties without your consent, except as
explained in this Privacy Policy. We may use Activity Data for technical validations after
changes to the Site, the Platform, or the Services or to a pipeline and in such a case
explicit consent will be obtained for specific data elements. Other than as set forth in the
“Other Transfers” section of this Privacy Policy, we will not, however, sell information
that identifies you without your explicit consent.
4. SUPPORT SERVICES
The Company may use your Personal Information to contact you regarding our
services. For example, we may message you or provide a notification through an
application to let you know about new releases, patches, and other updates to the Site,
the Platform, or the Services.
From time to time, we may establish business relationships with other businesses or
third parties that we believe are trustworthy and who have confirmed that their privacy
practices are consistent with ours (“Service Providers”). For example, we may contract
with Service Providers to provide certain services, such as hosting and maintenance,

customer relationship management, and data storage and management. We provide
our Service Providers with only the information necessary for them to perform these
services on our behalf. Each Service Provider must agree to use reasonable security
procedures and practices, appropriate to the nature of the information involved, in order
to protect your Personal Information and Activity Data from unauthorized access, use,
or disclosure. Service Providers are prohibited from using Personal Information or
Activity Data in any manner other than as specified by the Company.
We may also work with third party marketing and advertising companies. These
companies may collect and use information about your use of the Site, the Platform, or
the Services in order to provide advertisements about goods and services that may be
of interest to you or for direct marketing campaigns. Advertisements may be shown via
the Site or third party websites. These companies may place or recognize a unique
cookie on your computer or device or use other similar technologies.
5. STANDARD ANALYTICS INFORMATION
We may use and disclose to third parties certain Usage Data. We may use certain
Service Providers to help analyze how users use the Site, the Platform, and/or the
Services. They may use cookies to collect information such as how often users visit the
Site, what pages they visit, and what other sites they used prior to coming to the Site.
We use this information to improve our services. A Service Provider may plant a
persistent cookie on your web browser or device to identify you as a unique member the
next time you visit the Site.
6. OTHER TRANSFERS
We may disclose your information to the following entities:
•

Affiliates. Your information may be shared among Mission Bio’s affiliates for the
purposes described in this Privacy Policy. “Affiliates” refers to companies related
to Mission Bio by common ownership or control.

•

Business Partners. We may also share your information with trusted business
partners. These entities may use your information to provide services you
request or provide you with promotional materials, advertisements, and other
materials.

•

Service Providers. We may also share your information to Service Providers,
such as companies that process information or manage or enhance user data.
These entities are limited in their ability to use your information for purposes
other than providing services for us.

•

Legal Disclosures. There may be instances when we disclose your information to
other parties: (i) to comply with the law or respond to compulsory legal processes
or enforceable governmental requests; (ii) to verify or enforce compliance with
the policies governing the Site, the Platform, or the Services; (iii) to protect the

rights, property, or safety of Mission Bio or any of our respective affiliates,
business partners, or customers; and (iv) to detect, prevent, or otherwise address
fraud, security, or technical issues.
•

Corporate Transactions. We may also disclose your information to a third party
as part of a merger, acquisition, transfer of assets or other sale of our Company,
or in the event of a bankruptcy.

•

With Your Consent. In addition to the disclosures described in this Privacy Policy,
we may share information about you with third parties when you consent to or
request such sharing.

7. YOUR CALIFORNIA PRIVACY RIGHTS
Under California Civil Code Sections 1798.83-1798.84, California residents are entitled
to ask us for a notice identifying the categories of Personal Information which we share
with our affiliates and/or third parties for marketing purposes, and providing contact
information for such affiliates and/or third parties. If you are a California resident and
would like a copy of this notice, please submit a written request to
info@missionbio.com.
8. BE CAREFUL HOW YOU SHARE YOUR OWN INFORMATION
Please remember that any content you or any user uploads to the Site, along with any
Personal Information or content that you or any user voluntarily discloses online or
through the Site, the Platform, or the Services in a manner that other users can view (a
“Public Disclosure”), becomes publicly available to these other users, and can be
collected and used by these other users, and transferred, or made public, without our
consent. In particular, be careful not to include in, or attach to, any Platform Data any
identifiers including, for example, labeling a file with an individual’s name, identifier, date
of service, or other similar information. You agree that any use or further disclosure of a
Public Disclosure or any other content by another user of our services is not a use or
disclosure by us. We do not control the policies and practices of any other third party
site or service.
Additionally, when you share information with third parties, using the Site or otherwise,
that information may be passed along or made public by others. Therefore, anyone with
access to such information can potentially use it for any purpose, including sending
unsolicited communications.
9. SECURITY
The Company is committed to protecting the security of your Personal Information. We
employ reasonable security measures designed to protect your Personal Information
from unauthorized access in accordance with accepted industry practices. Regardless
of our efforts, no data transmission over the Internet or other network, including any of
the Company’s services, such as the Platform Data, can be guaranteed to be 100%

secure. Accordingly, we cannot and do not guarantee the security of any information
you or any user transmits on or through the Site, the Platform, or the Services. Any
information you transmit is sent at your own risk.
10. CHILDREN’S PRIVACY
We do not knowingly collect or solicit Personal Information from children under the age
of 13. By using the Site, the Platform, or the Services, you represent that you are at
least 13 years old. If you are under 13, please do not use the Site, the Platform, or the
Services or attempt to register for any services or send any personal information about
yourself to us. If you are under 18, please do not attempt to download, register for, or
create a Profile. If we become aware that we have inadvertently received or collected
Personal Information from a user of the Company’s services who is under the age of 13,
we will attempt to immediately delete that information from our files and records.
Furthermore, we encourage users of the Site, the Platform, or the Services that are
minors that are 13 years of age or older to ask their parents or guardians for permission
before sending any information about themselves over the Internet.
If you believe a child who is under the age of 13 has provided us with Personal
Information, please contact us at info@missionbio.com.
11. WHERE INFORMATION IS MAINTAINED
While we attempt to store all Personal Information and Activity Data regionally, in some
cases certain of such data may be transferred to and maintained on servers or
databases located outside your state, province, country, or other jurisdiction. By using
the Site, the Platform, and/or the Services, you agree that the collection, use, transfer,
and disclosure of your Personal Information and communications will be governed by
the applicable laws of the United States.
12. ACCURACY AND RETENTION
You can always review, correct, update, or change your Profile. Upon your request, we
will: (i) stop sending direct marketing or other emails that are not administrative in
nature and related to your Profile or your use of the Site, the Platform or the Services, to
your email address if you wish to opt out of our direct marketing efforts; and/or (ii)
disable your account to prevent any future activity through that account. You may make
any of these requests by emailing the request to info@missionbio.com. Please do not
email any sensitive information.
13. GDPR
This section applies to data subjects whose personal information may be collected in
the European Union (“EU”).
13.1. EU GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (the “GDPR”)

Mission Bio is a global brand and thus may conduct business with individuals from
within the European Economic Area (“EEA”). In order to carry out business with these
individuals, we may transfer personal information from individuals (“Data Subjects”)
located within the EEA. Personal information that may be collected by us from a Data
Subject in the EEA may include:
•

Name;

•

Address;

•

Company/Institution;

•

Phone Number; and

•

Email Address.

Mission Bio must potentially deal with local supervisory authorities in all EU states
where we have an existing business relationship with a Data Subject. Additionally,
information that we collect may be transferred outside of the EEA, including to
countries, such as the United States, which have not been deemed as having
“adequate” security measures by the European Commission. Therefore, we have
executed Model Clauses between our European offices and Mission Bio, pursuant to
European Commission Decision 2010/87/EC, to facilitate the legitimate, secure transfer
of personal information outside the EEA as necessary.
13.2. LAWFUL GROUNDS TO PROCESS AND OBTAIN CONSENT
Data Subjects whose personal information is collected in the EEA may withdraw
consent at any time where consent is the lawful basis for processing his/her information.
Should a Data Subject withdraw consent for processing or otherwise object to
processing that impedes Mission Bio’s ability to comply with applicable regulations, a
Data Subject may be unable to avail himself or herself of the services that Mission Bio
provides.
13.3. DATA SUBJECTS’ RIGHTS
All individuals whose personal information is held by Mission Bio have the right to:
•

ask what information Mission Bio holds about them and why;

•

ask for a copy of such information or access to such information;

•

be informed how to correct or keep that information up to date; and

•

be informed on how Mission Bio is meeting its data protection obligations.

Furthermore, for data collected in the EEA, Data Subjects have the right to:

•

ask for a copy of such information to be sent to a third party;

•

ask for data to be erased if possible and required under the GDPR;

•

ask for processing of personal information to be restricted if possible and
required under the GDPR;

•

object to the processing of personal information if possible and required under
the GDPR;

•

object to automated decision-making where applicable; and

•

contact a supervisory authority in the EEA to lodge a complaint regarding Mission
Bio’s processing of your personal information.

13.4. AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING
Mission Bio does not engage in automated decision-making.
14. CHANGES TO THE PRIVACY POLICY
We may periodically change this Privacy Policy without prior notice to you, and any
changes will be effective immediately upon the posting of the revised Privacy Policy on
the Mission Bio website. You are responsible for checking, and should periodically
check, the website to ensure that you are familiar with the most current version. You
can determine when this Privacy Policy was last revised by checking the “Last Updated”
legend at the top of this Privacy Policy. If you use the Site, the Platform, or the Services
after we make changes to this Privacy Policy, you acknowledge and agree to the
current version of the Privacy Policy.
15. QUESTIONS
Questions about the Privacy Policy should be sent to info@missionbio.com.

